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ABSTRACT 

Post burn dorsal foot contractures of the toes of the IV degree cause functional limitations of all lower extremities, 
which creates a serious cosmetic defect, and therefore, needs surgical reconstruction. The series of 11 patients (7 men 
and 4 women) with extended contracture of the 4th degree of toes after burn were operated upon by using the new 
method with the flap including subcutaneous tissue (bridge-like stem), and the operations were performed at Samarkand 
Burn Center, Samarkand, Uzbekistan. We observed a good result with no complications. The flap was viable, and its sen- 
sibility was preserved. No marginal necrosis was noticed. As a result, the use of this method allowed achieving normal 
aesthetic outlines. The flap acquired the properties of the healthy skin without contracture. For the whole operated feet, 
it is important to wear pressure socks as soon as the wounds are fully healed and to continue this pressing therapy until 
the edema and recurrence of contracture are no longer being the problems. This usually means a period of 6 to 9 months. 
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1. Introduction 

Post burn contractures are distressingly common and se- 
vere in developing nations and are significant problems 
in developed countries as well.  

Post burn dorsal foot contractures of the toes IV de- 
gree cause functional limitations of all lower extremities, 
which creates a serious cosmetic defect, and therefore, 
needs surgical reconstruction 

Contractures after burn injury are liable to occur when 
the burn has been deep or not properly treated. The post 
burn dorsum contracture deformities of feet present the 
complex specific pathology of bearing-motor apparatus 
developing as complications after serious burn of feet 
dorsum surface. The foot is prone to develop into dorsal 
contractures after burn injuries: the skin over the dorsum 
of the foot looses, and the movements of the MP joints 
are more concentrated around dorsiflexion than plantar 
flexion [1-7]. 

Dorsal contracture of foot may be with the spread of 
scars on toes and formation of extension contractures of 
metatarsophalangeal joints involving ankle joint or with- 
out it [8].  

The first one is used in deformation of the dorsum of 

foot, the second in bearing of bones, joints, necessity of 
elimination of tissue. It may be the skin with insignifi- 
cant changes, earlier transplants or being placated and 
tissue reserve on width.  

Clinical course of so-called sandal burns is of particu- 
lar attention [9,10]. Sandal burns are characterized by 
such severe deep injuries because of a close contact of 
the body with live coals or woods including not only skin 
injuries of various depths but also injuries of underlying 
tissues: subcutaneous fat, fasciae, muscles, and even 
bones. 

Burn contractures, especially severe ones, have a ten- 
dency to recur without adequate intra- and postoperative 
care [11]. 

In particular, there is little information concerning the 
most effective methods of elimination of post burn ex- 
tension deformation of toes IV degree. 

2. Material and Methods  

The series of 11 patients (7 men and 4 women) with ex- 
tension contracture of 4th degree of toes after burn were 
operated upon using the new method flap included sub- 
cutaneous tissue (bridge-like stem) performed at Samar- 
kand Burn Center, Samarkand, Uzbekistan. The causes *Corresponding author. 
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were: sandal burns (6 patients), sulfuric acid burns (2 
patients), and flame (3 patients).  

4 patients had burns 5 years ago and the others more 
than 5 years. There was re-extension of metatarsal-pha- 
langeal joints from 100˚ to 150˚ in all observations. 7 out 
of 9 patients’ scars had the form of scarry tightening dis- 
persing like a fan from the centre of the dorsum of foot to 
every toe. 

2.1. The Operation Technique 

Dorsal contractures of the foot limit plantar flexion. 
Practice has shown that in extension contractures of toes 
of the 4th degree with complete dislocation on the side of 
the plantar surface on the level of metatarsal-phalangeal 
joints and there is stretching and redundancy of soft tis-
sues occurred including skin with subcutaneous tissue  

swelling like a roller (Figure 1(a)). 
Developing reserve of tissues 2.5 - 4.0 cm wide is like 

extension of tissues strip going from the inner surface of 
I to the external surface of V metatarsal bone (Figures 
1(b)-(d)). Taking into consideration this condition, we 
cut out a strip of skin including subcutaneous tissues in 
transverse direction to the foot with nutrient pedicles on 
the level of metatarsal-phalange joints (Figure 1(e)). 
Skin adipose strip was transferred above the toes on the 
dorsal surface of the food and was applied in transverse 
direction, closing the area of the metatarsal-phalange 
joints. The wound on the plantar surface was sutured 
without tightening. Nutrition of a bridge-like stem of this 
kind was carried out due to corresponding arteries of I 
and V toes. The ratio of width to length of this stem was 
1:4. The rest of the wound was closed by means of free 
skin transplantation (Figure 1(f)). 

 

                  
(a)                             (b)                                 (c) 

               
(d)                             (e)                                 (f) 

Figure 1. Scheme of the treatment of post burn scar extended deformity of the toes IV degree and using bridge cellular cuta-
eous flap. n  
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2.2. Patient 

A 16-year-old man had a dorsal contracture involving the 
right foot which disturbed range of motion of all the toes 
as a result of scar contracture. From his anamnesis it was 
established that he had sandal burns at the age of 2 years. 
He was treated in Inter-Regional Burn Centre for 28 days 
where skin transplantation in the area of dorsal surface of 
the right foot was performed. 11 years ago repeated op-
eration for extended contracture of all toes of the right 
foot where free-skin transplantation was performed. At 
present the patient developed extension contracture of all 
toes of the right foot again and he appealed to Burn Cen-
tre (Figure 2). 

3. Results 

We observed a good result with no complications. The  
 

 

 

Figure 2. Pre-operative scar contracture and the result after 
surgery. 

grafts were viable, and their sensibility was preserved. 
As a result, the use of this method allowed achieving 
normal aesthetic outlines.  

In the evaluation of the follow-up results of the opera- 
tive treatment we considered it to be a good result if the 
patient had no disturbances. The extremity was correct in 
form and the flap was similar to normal healthy skin. The 
result was considered to be satisfactory if the form and 
functions of the extremities were considerably improved, 
but physiotherapeutic treatment or some small additional 
operations were necessary.  

The follow-up results from one to four years were 
good for all patients. The flaps acquired the properties of 
the healthy skin without contracture. Patients can take up 
their work in 2.0 - 2.5 months after surgery. 

4. Discussion 

The high percentage of patients who underwent the post 
burn reconstructive surgical treatment indicates the poor 
effectiveness of conservative methods of therapy used to- 
day [12]. 

Scars may be soft particularly in presence of trans- 
plants with protruding tightening going to each toe or are 
presented as a thick, rough mass luxating the foot. De- 
pending on the spread of scars, there thickness in plicae 
and also the degree of contracture, free or combined 
plastics is performed.  

Until recently classic methods of local skin plastics are 
applied. However, transference of scarry triangle flaps is 
often (to 30%) accompanied by their necrosis and leads 
to negative results.  

In spite of preference to local skin plastics, there are 
indications for free skin plastics. Until present there are 
contradictions concerning transplants to be used: full- 
layered or splitted. A combined skin plastic has clear 
indications and advantage in comparison with free skin 
plastics.  

If it is impossible to close wound defect completely by 
local tissues, local skin plastics should be applied with 
additional free skin transplantation. On the other hand, in 
application of free skin plastics it is necessary to take 
into consideration the following: whether it is possible to 
close functionally active areas by local tissues and the 
rest wounds on inactive areas by free skin transplants. In 
elimination of long existing extension contractures of 
toes, local skin plastics has advantage since the defect 
after scars dissection is replaced by local tissues alake in 
their features.  

For all operated feet, it is important to wear pressure 
socks as soon as the wound are fully healed and to con- 
tinue this pressure therapy until edema and recurrence of 
contracture are no longer problems. This usually means a 
period of 6 to 9 months. 
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The main role has to be played by rehabilitation cen- 
tres where all methods of treatment are available. 
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